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Abstract. This paper aims to focus the racism and slavery in Mark Twain's The Huckleberry Finn also discussing slavery
and racial decimation from one .. analysis. Organizational Behavior and. Human Decision Processes.

These critics lead to several exclusions within the country, for instance from the Concord Public Library in 
Sankar Ganesan G. Hurm 2. Not only does she keep the long-suffering Jim in slavery, she considers selling
him down the river to New Orleans. He was spoken of by couldn't seem to strike any places to harden the boys
in the town as "a man who used to lay me against him, but only the other kind. That was dominant irony
provide a negative criticism of good! While slaveholders profit from slavery, the slaves themselves are
oppressed, exploited, and physically and mentally abused. Budd Louis J. From now on, even whites
underwent punishment when they helped slaves to escape. But even there he would have been a target for
slave hunters as he had no freedom papers. Climax 5. While holding Huck captive in a cabin outside town,
Pap goes on a long, bitterly racist diatribe in which he complains that some states in the North even allow
African-Americans to vote. Slavery is shown as a despicable, social injustice. Despite the few incidences in
which Jim's description might be misconstrued as racist, there are many points in the novel where Twain
through Huck, voices his extreme opposition to the slave trade and racism. Twain is merely portraying by way
of Jim, a very realistic slave raised in the South during that time period. Huck We blowed out a cylinder head.
They were highly controversial, especially in the Northern states as they stood in contrast with the gradual
abolition of slavery in the North. Thus, his most famous satirical novel vividly departs from the techniques
most frequently associated with his satirical reputation. Clearly, Miss Watson fails to live up to Christian
ideals of kindness and mercy. Good vs. This surely played a part in contributing to change his views towards
other people. She is a kindly person who remains magnanimous toward Huck even after seeing through his
disguise and confronting him about it. I felt good and all washed clean of sin for the Huck's family life, if one
can call it one, would be first time I had ever felt so in my life, and I next on the social scale. Characters:
Huckleberry Finn - The protagonist and narrator of the novel. This later. It was still a long way from here with
many impediments like the imposition of Jim Crow laws they had to face limiting their lives by laws of
segregation. They are quick to pass judgment like when Huck tells the slave catchers that people on his raft
have smallpox on page 88 and they instantly believe him and give him money. She assumes that Huck must
have a good reason for concealing his identity. In chapter 15 the reader is presented with a very caring and
father-like Jim who becomes very worried when he loses his best friend Huck in a deep fog. Slavery has been
reconstructed "painstakingly. My conscience got to stirring me up hotter than ever. Score: 2. It gives credence
to The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn aiming to critique American society and make readers understand its
ills. Hatt  A Glass Book Classics; Authors have declared that no competing interests exist.


